Mandy Moore wears three different outfits on busy press day... as she pledges support to those speaking out against Harvey Weinstein

Mandy Moore looked sweet as can be in three different outfits for a busy press day in New York City on Tuesday.

The 33-year-old actress was positively beaming in a strappy black dress during the 24th Annual QVC Presents FFANY Shoes on Sale Gala, held to raise money for breast cancer research and education.

The outing came after an interview with Entertainment Weekly where she applauded the women who have spoken up about the allegations against Harvey Weinstein.
Super star: Mandy Moore looked sweet as can be in three different outfits for a busy press day in New York City on Tuesday.
On Tuesday, Mandy's black strappy dress featured black lace paneling across the bodice with perfectly knotted pieces of fabric covering her chest.

Peeks of the delicate lace popped through cut outs on the stunning dress which flowed elegantly past her ankles.

She sported a vibrantly colored pair of heels with flirty ribbons laced up on to her feet and a bright red shade of lipstick.

She was joined at the event by Martha Stewart and Jill Martin.
Va-va-voom! Event host Jil Martin showed off her fabulous figure in a lacy black dress which showed peeks of her toned tummy
Splendid! Martha Stewart walked the pink carpet during the event at The Ziegfeld Ballroom in an angelic white ensemble.